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At a local level, the Gold Coast Waterways Authority (GCWA) have been negotiating
with the Department of Transport and Main Roads (TMR) to obtain Gold Coast City
Council (GCCC) approval to carry out internal repairs and improvements to the Seaway
Tower (SWT). Funding was obtained via the State Minister and plans were submitted.
Approval was granted and tenders requested. In preparation for a successful tender being
appointed in February 2019, we were requested to vacate the SWT by January 31st 2019.
VMR Southport is now the home of the SWT radio operations! (on a temporary
assignment). It’s expected that a return to the renovated SWT will occur in May 2019.
At a State level, the Queensland Fire and Emergency Service (QFES) have released
the Blue Water Review report into Queensland’s volunteer marine search and rescue
organisations.
QFES Acting Commissioner Mark Roche said the comprehensive and broad-based
review conducted by retired Royal Australian Navy Commodore, Campbell Darby
DSC AM, included a thorough investigation of existing marine rescue arrangements in
Queensland.
“The Review examined and identified issues in the provision of marine search and
rescue services by the two volunteer organisations: The Australian Volunteer Coast
Guard Association (AVCGA) and the Volunteer Marine Rescue Association Queensland
(VMRAQ),” Mr Roche said.
https://www.qfes.qld.gov.au/Documents/Review-into-VMR-Organisations-in-QLD.pdf
A working group of consultants and volunteers will be formed in early 2019 and I have
been personally contacted by The Honourable Craig Crawford MP, Minister for Fire and
Emergency Service (QLD), in writing, indicating that VMR Southport will be a part of this
working group.
And here everyone thought that we just love going boating and being on the water!
Look at all the behind the scenes work it takes to keep our Rescue boats buoyant, fiscally
that is.
Safe Boating

Martin Walsh
President 2018 - 2019

Gold Coast Seaway Tower
Hours:
Mon - Sun: 0500 - 1800
Phone: 5591 2948
Fax:
5571 2360

FRONT COVER
Marine Rescue 1 on patrol

DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed by the authors and
contributors of articles in the Vsheet are not
necessarily those of Volunteer Marine Rescue
Southport - Surfers Paradise Assoc. Inc. (VMR)
nor does VMR guarantee the accuracy of
statements made by contributors or advertisers
or accept any responsibility for any product or
service statement made herein.
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Tropical Cyclone ‘Oma’

VMR vessels in the Seaway
during TC Oma
The mid to latter part of February saw Tropical Cyclone ‘ Oma ‘
visit the Qld coastline. Starting out in the Coral Sea, then menacing
New Caledonia and Vanuatu, this cyclone slowly made its way south
west, creating massive seas, and generating high winds along the
southern Qld coast, down into northern New South Wales.
VMR Southport were kept relatively busy during this period,
generally assisting the Gold Coast Water Police with drifting vessels
that couldn’t sufficiently hold anchor in the 35 knot plus winds.
It was also unfortunate that some vessels were totally
unprepared, with inappropriate anchoring equipment, and no
possibility of being able to re-locate in the event of the bad weather.
VMR Southport were also involved in the rescue and retrieval
of 6 people who were aboard an outrigger canoe that capsized in
the rough seas north east of the Seaway. This was a very difficult
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task given the conditions at the time, and whilst the passengers were
safely rescued, the outrigger canoe was lost, washing up on South
Stradbroke Island days later.
At the height of the cyclonic conditions, waves in excess of 10
metres were recorded at the Gold Coast Seaway, and a wind gust of
89km was recorded.
The Qld Police Service, as a preventative measure, also closed
the road to the Gold Coast Seaway on several days, in order to keep
the general public from accessing the rock walls and endangering
themselves from the wild waves and gusting winds.
Over the period of Cyclone ‘ Oma ‘, VMR Southport undertook
12 activations related to the wild weather. Most were to secure
drifting vessels from creating navigation hazards.

Overseas Visitors

continue their journey

Crossing Bass Strait in howling winds

In the previous edition of the V-Sheet we met
Wietze and Janneke, the Dutch couple who were
sailing around the world in their 13 metre yacht ‘
Anna Caroline ‘. Having a profession as Journalists,
Janneke asked if she could contribute a story to this
V-Sheet on their trip south, and across Bass Strait
to Tasmania. Please enjoy the read.

But the roaring forties lured us further south. The D’entrecasteaux
Channel is a very sheltered and lovely cruising ground where we
lingered for a few days. Then on around the south of Tasmania on a very
calm day. Going westward is challenging, because you go against the
ocean swell. We entered Port Davey / Bathurst Harbour when it was still
calm. Such a stunning National Park!
With a front on our heels, we had a fast sail north to King Island,
right in the middle of Bass Strait. A lovely island with a tiny harbour
where we could wait for the front to pass. The wind had spent all its
energy, so a slow motor sailing passage of four days into Adelaide
followed. We had a very warm welcome in Adelaide, a record of 47.7
degrees on the day of our arrival. Adelaide will be our ‘basecamp’ to
prepare for the crossing of the Great Australian Bight to Albany. Still
more beautiful things to do and nice people to meet in this great country.

“Do you guys like it here in Australia?” Countless times we have
been asked this question in the past 6 months. Every time we smile and
tell one of the many stories of amazing hospitality and generosity we
have encountered in Australia, since our arrival at Southport in July
2018. Add to this the stunning nature, wildlife and landscapes, and you
can imagine how happy we are to be here.
Our trip has seen us travel in a
southerly and westerly direction.
Firstly down the east coast to
Bermagui. This quaint fishing village
has a very active VMR-team. One
of the volunteers even invited us for
dinner to his house. A lovely evening
with typical Australian food. After
this we found a weather window
and moved further south. Bass Strait
lived up to its reputation. Our SV ‘
Anna Caroline ‘ galloped along in 40
knots of following winds, and large
waves. She is a good seaworthy boat,
so we had no problems. The noise of
the wind in the rigging is deafening.
A tired, but happy crew dropped
the anchor near Triabunna on the
east coast of Tasmania. Then on to
Hobart, for the finish of the Sydney
to Hobart Yacht Race. We work as
journalists for international sailing
magazines, so lots of work to do
there. Especially because six Dutch
sailing professionals raced on all the
top boats. When the work was done,
we rented a car and drove around
Tasmania to see all the famous sights.
Anchored in Schooner Cove in Bathurst Channel on the west coast of Tasmania
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Notable
Jobs
by Glenn Norris

V

MR Southport’s First Responders were called upon to assist
numerous casualties over the Christmas / New Year period.
One activation of note was a call to assist a vessel that was travelling
back to the Seaway from offshore of Broadbeach, with a patient onboard
with a severely lacerated hand.
The man had been fishing on the vessel and had caught a small
Hammerhead shark. As the shark was being pulled closer to the surface,
for reasons unknown, the man wrapped the wire trace of his fishing line
around his hand.
One last bid for freedom by the shark and the wire trace cut into the
mans hand, making a very nasty cut below three fingers, causing quite a
lot of blood loss. The crew on the vessel had bandaged the man’s hand
prior to arriving back at the boatramp next to VMR, although he was in
significant pain. Both VMR and Ambulance Paramedics further assisted
the patient in cleaning the wound and administering pain relief before
transport to hospital.

O

n return from an activation recently a crew were frantically
flagged down by a man on a vessel near Labrador. The man
requested urgent membership of VMR Southport as he was in quite a
hurry to have his vessel towed by VMR to Caboolture.
When advised that VMR did not undertake this sort of work, the man
became quite abusive.
At time of writing the vessel still sits in its same position awaiting
that tow.

V

MR were requested to assist two jetskis recently, that had both
been submerged and had become inoperable. The jetskis were
located on the beach on the front of Wavebreak Island and had to be
towed to the Spit boatramp and Runaway Bay respectively.
The owners advised that whilst operating offshore of the Seaway,
they had gone to the aid of two other jetskiers who had been swamped
on the outside of the North Wall.
As a result all 4 jetskis were swamped, and all 4 riders had been
thrown into the water.
The passing Lifesaver 45 Rescue helicopter had been notified of the
incident and hovered above the scene until all the riders had made it to
the safety of the South Stradbroke Island beach.
Two of the jetkis were able to be towed to Wavebreak Island by other
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jetskis in the area, however, the initial jetskis involved in the incident
were in a damaged state, unable to be towed at that time.
A very costly incident for all concerned.

O

f particular note over the Christmas / New Year period was
the number of small vessel that became grounded because
the occupants didn’t respect how quickly the tide can drop when it
starts ebbing. Numerous people involved in beach picnics and other
activities on Wavebreak Island and the Broadwater Centre Banks found
themselves high and dry, and waiting for the next high tide before they
could retrieve their vessels. VMR transported several boat loads of
people who were caught up in these situations. On 2 occassions, vessels
were more than 25 metres from water when the tide was low.
man called VMR recently requesting a jump start for a flat
battery on his vessel. VMR attended and explained to the
man how to apply the portable VMR jump start kit. Looking quite
perplexed, the man then seemed to fumble around on the rear deck of
his vessel. Enquiring as to his problem, the VMR crew then asked the
mans dilemma. He requested that the crew help him to find his battery.
Quite bemused that a boat owner wouldn’t know where his battery was,
the crew obliged, also connecting the jump leads, only for the vessel to
crank, but still not start. When asked about his fuel situation, given the
vessel had a V8 inboard engine, the owner advised he had put 80L of
fuel in the vessel that morning. After then advising of his journeys that
day, the crew were certain the vessel was actually out of fuel.
The vessel was towed to Mariners Cove fuel wharf where it was refilled with fuel. The vessel then started with no problem, departed, and
wasn’t seen again.
These sort of people keep VMR in a job.

A

A

man contacted VMR by marine radio recently stating that he
was 4 nautical miles east of Mermaid Beach, and was returning
to the Seaway at speed, as he had found a female floating in the water.
He believed her condition to be serious. The VMR Radio Operator
contacted both Water Police and Ambulance, who were quickly on scene
to wait for the vessels arrival. Paramedics quickly attended to the patient
and administered treatment for hypothermia. The lady claimed to have
been in the water for about 4 hours. She was transported to hospital,
whilst Police further investigated.

VMR Southport’s Charter

Misuse of CH-16 VHF
marine radio
by Senior Constable Gene Hill

To save and assist in
saving life and property
at sea.
To provide personnel and
equipment in order to carry out
search and rescue operations
at sea and on the Gold Coast
waterways.
To liaise and work with other marine
rescue groups.
To undertake campaigns to educate
members of the boating public in
matters of marine safety.

On the afternoon and evening of the 2nd of January 2019, a male
person was heard broadcasting on Channel 16, VHF marine radio in an
improper manner. Channel 16 is a designated emergency frequency
primarily for calling, distress, urgency and safety priority calls between
ships and coastal radio stations.
The broadcasts contained vulgar and offensive language, insults
and targeted marine rescue volunteers conducting listening watches
between the Sunshine Coast and Gold Coast. At times the male person
was rambling, and his transmissions were repetitive and unintelligible.
The male person was politely requested to keep the emergency channel
clear and desist from transmitting further broadcasts. The male person
continued his reckless and belligerent conduct for hours during which
time water police and volunteer organisations were following up on
a search and rescue incident involving a genuine ‘mayday’ call. The
actions of the male caused substantial interference and disruption of the
emergency frequency by recklessly occupying the frequency without
reason and potentially putting lives at risk.
Water Police Brisbane subsequently conducted an investigation
which resulted in a 41 year old male from Manly being taken into
custody. The male was issued a notice to appear in relation to unlicensed
operation of a radio-communication device and recklessly causing
interference with radio-communications.
Water police would like to remind recreational boaties that all
broadcasts on the emergency frequencies are recorded and there are
serious penalties for misuse.   The Australian Communication and
Media Authority website contains information on correct marine radio
protocols and how and where to obtain a marine radio licence.
If you have
information for police,
contact Policelink on
131 444 or provide
information using
the online form 24hrs
per day.
You can report
information about
crime anonymously
to Crime Stoppers, a registered charity and community
volunteer organisation, by calling 1800 333 000 or
via crimestoppersqld.com.au 24hrs per day.

Working
together
in your
community
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer
JOHN SINCLAIR
RADIO OPERATOR

JOINED VMR JANUARY 2006

WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
Having a history of boating activity, both with sail and power, I
needed an interest following my retirement. VMR seemed a logical
choice, giving me hope that it would keep me associated with boats,
whilst at the same time allowing me to make a contribution to the
community.

WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER
OF VMR?
Without a doubt it is the opportunity to associate with the most
interesting group of people one can meet.
During my time with VMR I have met and become friends with a lot
of great people, all of whom have a tale to tell.

WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU
HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN?
During my initial training all of those years ago I was being
instructed by two gentleman by the names of Sam Shnukal and
Bruce Parkes. We unexpectedly became involved in relaying a
MAYDAY radio message from the Central Pacific Ocean. Our
involvement was minimal, but knowing that we had a part to do in
hopefully saving peoples lives added quite a bit of excitement to our
shift.

WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
Apart from my daily home duties, I like to have a dabble trading on
the stock exchange.

MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR?
As long as I can make a useful contribution to the Organisation, I
would like to carry on enjoying the service I help to provide.
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What a difference
one phone call
can make!!
by Peter Tatham
VMR Southport’s support for the Gold Coast boating
community over a New Year’s Eve and New Year’s
Day is normally provided by a volunteer crew, and the
most recent exit of 2018 and entrance into 2019 was no
exception.
Eight members of the Squadron mustered just before 1800 hours
on New Year’s Eve, as ready as ever to deal with the routine, as well
as the unexpected. Typically, the evening is spent in relative peace
enjoying the multiple firework displays, but this tranquillity was
shattered when a phone call was received from VMR Currumbin.
This indicated that their Duty Officer had been contacted by a vessel
on the Broadwater with a serious medical emergency occurring on
board. The mobile phone number of the vessel requiring assistance
was immediately relayed to the VMR Southport Radio Operator
taking this initial message.
In parallel with a call to the vessel to obtain further details, rescue
vessel Marine Rescue 1 was crewed up and dispatched, swiftly
arriving at a large cruiser anchored near the VMR Base, where a male
person had clearly suffered a significant medical episode. The VMR
team, led by one of our trained First Responders and supported by a
Recruit member who had just completed a First Aid Course, initiated
assistance which included both CPR and defibrillation. Unfortunately,
this was hampered by large transom rails and relatively narrow
gangways around the side of the vessel, which meant that treatment
was extremely difficult. It was immediately clear that the patient
needed swift transfer to the flat rear deck of Marine Rescue 1 so that
resuscitation attempts could continue.
This was achieved within a few minutes and the team were
able to continue as a hasty return was made to the VMR Base
where a Critical Care Paramedic had arrived and was preparing to
undertake more advanced treatments. The patient was transferred to
the VMR pontoon and CPR was continued whilst other Paramedic
reinforcements arrived to support the attempts to save this person’s
life. Sadly however, after about another 30 minutes, all attempts were
deemed to be unsuccessful.
Inevitably, this put something of a dampener on the otherwise
spectacular fireworks and music of the evening, but all of those
taking part were able to reflect on their contribution with the clear
understanding that they had done everything possible to save this life.
Given the swift activation, the very quick attendance of the VMR
crew, and the professional backup support of Ambulance Paramedics,
who all worked tirelessly, it was a great team effort – albeit,
ultimately, with a sad result.

		Trial speed limits –

Gold Coast Waterways Authority

		 wants to hear from you

Speed management is a shared responsibility and with that in mind, the Gold Coast Waterways Authority
wants to know what VMR members think about a trial speed limit in the Coomera River’s South Arm.
The 12-month trial has been underway since July 2018.
‘Part of our brief is to promote the safe and sustainable use of our
waterways. One of the ways in which we do that is to review fixed speed
limits and change them where appropriate,’ said CEO Hal Morris.
‘Before making changes, we undertake rigorous trials to ensure
our decision-making is informed by facts and has had input from key
members of the community such as waterway users, other government
agencies, businesses and residents.’
Provision for the trial is set out in the Speed Limits and Behaviour
Management Strategy 2018-20 approved by the GCWA Board.
Mr Morris said GCWA is assessing whether the trial speeds
will maintain appropriate levels of marine safety while minimising
regulation, improving travel times for smaller boats, and addressing the
problem of damaging wash caused by larger vessels.
‘We’d like to hear the views of VMR’s members on whether the trial
limit is achieving what we set out to do.
‘The trial will run until the end of June this year so there’s plenty of
time to provide us with your feedback either by writing to us or sending
us an email.
The feedback will help us decide whether to permanently fix the new
limits, make some refinements or revert back to the old ones.’
Mr Morris said the trial speed limits are consistent with speed limits
for rivers elsewhere in Queensland:
• 40 knots for all vessels less than 8 metres.
• 6 knots for all vessels 8 metres in length and over.
Prior to the start of the trial, the speed limit was 6 knots for all
vessels.
‘Speed limit changes will only be made in locations where there’s
evidence that a change will improve outcomes. The trial is part of that
evidence-gathering process.
‘Where a change is made, speeds will be fixed so they achieve an
appropriate balance between safety and transport efficiency.’
Mr Morris said the trial is taking into consideration:
• type and level of water traffic
• character and features of the waterway
• current recreational and commercial activities
• marine industry and
• environment.

The trial’s success will be measured through feedback from
enforcement agencies, stakeholder groups and the community, as well as
marine incident data and compliance data such as the number of marine
infringement notices issued during the trial period.
Mr Morris said one of the issues the GCWA often deals with is a
common misunderstanding that smaller boats and jet skis travelling at
faster speeds may cause damage to pontoons, jetties, revetments walls
and the shoreline.
To address this misunderstanding, the GCWA commissioned the
commercial arm of the Australian Maritime College, AMC Search, to
conduct a study into vessel wave wake.
The 2016 Vessel Wave Wake Study relevant to the Speed and
Behaviour Strategy for the Gold Coast Waterways Authority showed that
smaller boats and jet skis produce wash of much less energy once they
travel faster than about 20 knots or so.
As well as setting fixed speed limits, GCWA works cooperatively
with other agencies responsible for enforcing speed limits and managing
unsafe on-water behaviour such as Gold Coast Water Police, Maritime
Safety Queensland and the Queensland Boating and Fisheries Patrol.
‘When we receive complaints or reports from the community about
speeding or unsafe behaviour, we refer them to these enforcement
agencies for appropriate action,’ Mr Morris said.
In addition to the Coomera River South Arm trial, the GCWA is
completing a speed limit trial between Sovereign and Ephraim Islands.
During the 12-month trial which began in March last year, the speed
limit was reduced from 40 knots to 6 knots for all vessels and personal
water craft.
GCWA is assessing the information it gathered before deciding
whether to make that limit permanent. Subscribe to our e-newsletter for
updates.
If you’d like to know more, you can download copies of the Speed
Limits and Behaviour Management Strategy 2018-20 and the Vessel
Wave Wake Study relevant to the Speed and Behaviour Strategy for the
Gold Coast Waterways Authority from the GCWA’s website
www.gcwa.qld.gov.au
To give feedback on the Coomera River (South Arm) trial email us
at mail@gcwa.qld.gov.au or send a snail mail to PO Box 107 Southport,
QLD, 4215.
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Portrait of a VMR

Volunteer

CRAIG MALONEY
INSHORE SKIPPER ENDORSED
JOINED VMR - AUGUST 2012
WHY DID I JOIN VMR?
For a long time I was a member of a Surf Club, and I had a great
interest in inshore rescue and jet boats. There was something about
being on the water and the power of those boats, and helping people,
that never left me. So, in 2012 after procrastinating for a few years I
became a member of VMR Southport. My first contact was Offshore
Skipper Alan Curtis, and despite this I have never looked back. In
this time I have met some incredible people, a few I would rate as the
most inspirational I have come across in my lifetime. One of the most
enjoyable characteristics of VMR is the passing on of knowledge to
all members. I have not yet come across any person in VMR that isn’t
willing to pass on their skill or knowledge to others. I can only hope
to carry on that commitment too, and help whoever I can, whenever I
can.
WHAT DO I ENJOY MOST ABOUT BEING A MEMBER OF
VMR?
If you have ever owned a boat, or been a passenger on a friends
boat, then you know that it is only matter of time before trouble
strikes. There is no better feeling than helping a young family that
have motor problems a long way from the boat ramp, and having to
assist them to get home. Offshore work is still also a great buzz for
me, the vessels requiring assistance are usually larger, and the greater
the size of the swell increases the challenge. When you cross the
Seaway and know that everyone is safe, the blood pressure certainly
calms down.
WHAT IS THE MOST MEMORABLE ACTIVATION YOU HAVE
BEEN INVOLVED IN?
My first ever assist is the one I will always remember. We
were tasked to assist and tow a vessel from Carters Basin to the
Marine Stadium. Being all new to me, it was easy to see that the
circumstances surrounding this job were ringing alarm bells for the
more experienced crew members. We departed the VMR Base to
arrive at a vessel that was barely floating. Not only that, there was no
motor, no steering, or no windows on the vessel. A bloke in his early
twenties who was obviously struggling in life was aboard with his
three dogs. After doing the job and completing the paperwork, the man
advised he had no money, but would be happy to offer another form
of payment if the people at VMR liked fresh prawns. The man was a
deckhand on a prawn trawler and was only too happy to offer some of
his previous nights catch. ‘ What time to you finish ‘ he asked? Within
an hour, the man turned up at the VMR Base with a bag of the nicest
king prawns you have ever tasted. This job was a classic case of never
judge a book by its cover, and its a job that always makes me smile
whenever I eat a king prawn.
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WHAT DO I DO IN MY SPARE TIME?
Outside of VMR l enjoy playing golf. I have the idea I am Tiger
Woods. I wear a red shirt each game, but have the skill of a hacker.
I like hitting one golf ball out of a hundred straight done the centre,
which gets me back each week. When you have your own business,
big or small, it has to be a part of your life, or it will fail, so I suppose
this makes it a passion. When not at work or VMR I have an old
Bay Cruiser. It is a work in progress, which all boats are, and I enjoy
spending time on it, just not the work part. I go on her with a paint
brush and the best intentions, but don’t often let work spoil a good day
on the water?
MY FUTURE INTENTIONS WITH VMR?
I still remember coming home from my final assessment to become
an Inshore Skipper, sitting back having a beer and saying, ‘ Bloody
hell Craig, after all these years you have finally done it ‘. I am now on
my way to training for my Coxswain ranking. I hope one day to join
the select crew of Offshore Skippers. I have also recently joined the
Management Committee, and early on in my time there I am getting
up to speed on how things work, and settling in on my appointed role.
Where I go onto from here, we will see.
To any person reading this and thinking maybe I shall join one day.
Today is the day .I learned more in my first shift on Crew than I had
in the last twenty odd years on the water. I could never have imagined
meeting so many knowledgeable people, who enjoy passing on their
skills, and their time so freely, to help the Squadron and the boating
public.

Volunteers to the rescue
VMR Southport undertakes a wide range of activities in order to
service those people who get into difficulties in the marine environment.
This is evident by the monthly statistics that we are all familiar with
(See ‘Some Stats’ below ).
In saying this, there are some activities that we are not allowed to or
are restricted in undertaking.
These restrictions include •

VMR Southport is not permitted to re-anchor or relocate drifting
vessel’s, which are unmanned, without the written permission of
the Gold Coast Water Police, or the Regional Harbour Master.

•

It is not desirable for VMR Southport to relocate vessels
from one area of the Broadwater to another, as the intent of
Government anchoring legislation is to have the owners of these
vessels move them under their own power, and remain seaworthy
at all times, If these vessels have received ‘ Move On ‘ notices
from the Gold Coast Waterways Authority, or other Government
Authorities they should only be towed to a marina or ship lift
facility that has given their approval to carry out work on the
vessel.  

•

VMR Southport does not transport fuel to vessels ‘out of fuel‘.
Vessels will only be towed to the nearest fuel outlet.

•

VMR Southport does not participate in any activities involving
the repossession of vessels.

ACTIVE MEMBER
PROMOTIONS
Active Members who have
achieved higher ranking

Congratulations to:
Coxswain
Stephen Hipkiss
senior crew
Peter Tatham
Crew
Peter Bell
Blair Marples
Matthew Milgate
Michael Quirke
Tom Sinclair
Recruit
Mike Peckham
Darren Gaylard

SOME STATS
NOVEMBER
2018

DECEMBER
2018

JANUARY

Towed Vessels

43

55

94

Jump Starts

3

1

6

Pump Outs

1

4

4

ACTIVATIONS

Transporting
Fire

2019

2
1

Standby

1

Medical

2

5

11

2

3

Searches
Dispersals
Public Relations

1

4

2

Crew Training

53

59

50

Groundings

2

9

8

Other

8

9

6

114

151

184

TOTALS
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Caring for Boat Fabrics and Trims
With Nathan Brown
Custom Marine Trimming is a family owned and run trim shop that specialises in the marine market but is capable
of much more. The commencement of Custom Marine Trimming in 2007 was the result of the well-known marine
manufacturer, Haines Hunter, relocating to Melbourne, Victoria from their base situated at Yatala, Queensland. At
that time, Gary and his sons, Cameron, Nick and Nathan, ran the in-house trim shop. As this move coincided with the
redevelopment of Horizon Shores Marina by Meridien Marinas it was decided to base Custom Marine Trimming in this
growing precinct.
Gary and his sons have a combined total of 100 years’ experience together in the marine trimming industry. In that
time they have taken ongoing contracts with boat companies involving production schedules. The work required designing
seating, lounges, side boxes, all weather covers suitable for production. Also, our customers of privately owned vessels are
offered custom fitted designs for all external and internal trim work.

Care and cleaning of acrylic canvas
Regularly use a sponge and soft brush to apply mild soap
and warm water to canvas. Rinse thoroughly. Air dry. You
should never use a high-powered washer to clean your covers;
the pressure can damage the cotton.
Mildew and mould can’t and won’t grow on acrylic
canvas, but, can and will grow on dirt. Therefore it is advised
that owners regularly clean their covers.

The recommend cleaning process for clears
Remove any particles on the surface of the materials to
avoid scratches when wiping with a clean cloth.
Clean with a soft fabric cloth using a diluted warm water
based detergent solution of 1:10 (1 part detergent to 10 parts
water) use a neutral detergent, and always check with the
manufacturer.
Rinse completely with clean water and wipe dry with a
soft lint free cloth or sponge.
You should never fold your clears, always roll the clear
for storage. Never roll up your clears when wet, irreparable damage may
occur due to the sunlight magnifying through the clear, and heating up
the moisture captured inside.
If your clears are hard to see through and the outside surrounds are
still ok, we can sew new clears in and cut the old ones out.

The recommend cleaning for zips and zip runner
When it comes to your zips, you should regularly lubricate zips and
zip runners.
Never force a zip as you my damage it. Salt builds up inside your zip
runners, which will stop the zip from working freely.
If you regularly spray your zips with silicone spray (not WD40), you
will maximums the life of your zips.

The recommend cleaning and maintenance for
press-stubs
With press-studs, a little bit of Vaseline on each clip will help to stop
the salt build up.
If you have any clips that are stuck, use a flat head screwdriver
between the press-stud and the clip in your cover to pop it off.
You should never try to pull on the cover as the clip may pull out of
the cover completely.

The recommend cleaning for vinyl and leather
cushion
When it comes to your vinyl and leather cushion, we recommend
using Arco. This product helps to protect your cushions and will also
help in removing marks. It also stops the vinyl or leather from drying out
and cracking.
With regular maintenance, you can maximize the life of your covers,
clears and cushions. If you have any questions about cleaning or if you
need new covers, we are more than happy to assist.

The recommend cleaning for mesh windscreen
covers
Looking after your mesh windscreen covers, and mesh in your side
curtains or storm covers.
Keep the fabric clean by brushing regularly both sides of the fabric
using a soft-bristle brush and hosing occasionally with clear and cold
water.
Do not apply detergents, cleaning fluids, soaps.
Do not allow foreign matter; dirt, bird droppings, tree sap etc., to
remain in contact with the fabric.
Do not allow petrochemicals or solvents to come in contact with the
fabric.
Avoid harsh scrubbing or rubbing otherwise the surface of the fabric
my damage.
Before stowing away your shade, ensure that the fabric is dry.

Removing stubborn stains from your mesh
Mix a weak concentration of household detergent (1:20) in
lukewarm water. The detergent must not contain solvents.
Apply the detergent and water mix to the fabric using a soft cloth,
sponge, soft bristle or soft mop. After cleaning rinse off ALL residue
with plenty of fresh clear, cold water.

Always check with manufacture beforehand
Truck wash, car wash, or mineral turps should never be used on
any of canvas, clears, vinyl or leathers. As harsh chemicals can take the
protective UV coating off, and this will lessen the life of the materials.
With your boat being shut up for weeks or months at a time, you can
start to get mildew or mould inside the cabin of your boat. If you can’t
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leave a hatch window open, due to water getting in when it rains, leave
a couple of moisture absorbers around the cabin, preferable down low.
This will help to get some of the moisture that builds up, and make sure
you put a plug in the sink, and leave the toilet lid shut. You can pick
plugs from any supermarket, or hardware.

Snakes alive!

Maintaining carpets
There are two alternative methods of maintaining carpets.
The first one is for dry carpets; the best way is to regularly vacuum.
Preferably with a power head vacuum or a normal vacuum can be used
as well. If the carpet is loose laid, vacuuming the backing side is also
recommended.
The second method is to hose the carpet with fresh water. Using
warm water and mild household detergent. Soak the carpet with the
solution for a few minutes, and then rinse thoroughly with clean water
on both front and back of the material. It’s important when using the wet
method; carpet should be left in open air to dry.
Never hang your carpet over the side of the boat or a fence, or use
fabric softener. Never use a pressure washer on your carpet, as this may
stretch the carpet pile and it will not fit properly. For removing stains, it
is always important to act quickly to remove efficiently.
If the carpet is able to be wet, use some mild household detergent
or some very mild bleach solution and water, lightly rinse through
with clean water. If the carpet cannot be wet, use a branded carpet spot
cleaner (as directed). You should always check with the manufacture
before using any chemicals on your carpet.

With your boat on the trailer
When towing your boat, you should remove any clears, and covers.
There is a lot of wind pressure on your clears and covers when towing
boat. With late model cars having more power, it is not uncommon to
see someone going down the highway at 110kh with the boat in tow.
This will in time stretch clears and any covers.
The bimini canopy and clears will act like a parachute; this puts a
lot of pressure on the stitching and fittings on your covers. You should
roll your clears (never fold your clears) and place them in the boat where
they will not get damaged.
For your canopies and biminis you should fold them down if
possible and secure them from moving around. You can get a sock made
for this by your local marine trimmer. It is a cover with a zip you put
over your bimini or canopy and zip together when the cover is folded
back. By doing this, your covers will last a lot longer.

A visitor to the South Wall of the Seaway Entrance
on New Year’s eve was determined to go fishing.
This carpet snake was over two metres long.

Custom Marine Trimming has its own in house wood shop, vinyl
welder and carpet overlocker facilities. We now also do flexible solar
panels. If you need extra power and you don’t have a frame to take
ordinary solar panels, flexible are the way to go. They can be zipped on
to new covers or clipped on to pre-existing covers and come in various
wattages.
Contact details for Custom Marine Trimming
(T) 5546 1333
(M) 0400 461 082
(E) info@custommarinetrimming.com.au
www.custommarinetrimming.com.au
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Marine Radio Operators
Certificate of Proficiency
DID YOU KNOW that all operators of marine radios (except 27MHz) are required to hold the appropriate
qualification to operate the device?
DID YOU KNOW that VMR Southport can assist
you to obtain a Marine Radio Operators Certificate of
Proficiency? There are two types of Certificates, the
SROCP ( Short Range Certificate of Proficiency ) which
allows an operator to operate VHF marine radio equipment only, and the LROCP ( Long Range Certificate
of Proficiency ) which allows an operator to operate
both VHF marine radio equipment and MF/HF marine
telephony equipment.
VMR Southport encourages student to self educate
when it comes to obtaining these certificates. Study
Manuals are available from our Rescue Base, and examinations can be conducted at a time that suits both the
student and the Examiner.
Remember, your marine radio may be your only
form of communication in an emergency, and you should
know how to use it.

For more information on courses go to
http://www.amc.edu.au/industry/omc/certificates
or contact VMR Southport on Ph.( 07 ) 55911 300
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Taskforce Tackles Wrecks
Queensland Government

Maritime Safety Queensland

Over a long period of time Maritime Safety Queensland and the
boating public have kept a watchful eye on a growing problem plaguing
our rivers, creeks and bays.
At best, this problem is an ugly blight on our waterways. At worst, it
is a risk to life, limb and property for mariners and to the environment.
I am referring to the growing number of unseaworthy vessels left
by their owners to decay on the water and potentially pollute it with oil,
diesel or other toxic substances.
Where Maritime Safety Queensland has been legally empowered to
do so, and only when owners have failed to accept their responsibilities
for their vessels, we have acted to remove some of these vessels from
Queensland’s waterways. We’ve done this if we deemed the safety
or pollution risks they posed to be unacceptable, and where practical
pursued their owners through the courts for reimbursement of the costs
we incurred.
Let’s be clear – the ultimate responsibility for maintaining a vessel
lies with the owner. That applies to the whole lifecycle of a vessel,
including disposal of it at the end of its life.
However, for a variety of reasons, the evidence is that a growing
number of owners are failing in that responsibility. In July of this year
the State Government reacted to this reality by announcing a “War on
Wrecks” and the creation of a government and industry taskforce backed
by a $20 million fighting fund to tackle the issue.
The taskforce, chaired by Ms Kim Richards MP, Member for
Redlands, is supported by Maritime Safety Queensland. It has been
tasked with removing as many wrecks from Queensland’s waters as
possible, within the limits of the fighting fund, while looking into the
causes of the problem with a view to recommending ways of reducing
the number of wrecks littering our waterways in the future.
As at early December, 2018 there were 263 confirmed unseaworthy
vessels dotted around Queensland, with a further 87 regarded as being at
risk of becoming unseaworthy.
Getting unseaworthy vessels out of our waters is not an overnight
proposition. Legal avenues to persuade owners to discharge their
responsibilities, or to obtain for ourselves the powers to do so, must
be travelled down and that takes time. Once it becomes clear we can
legally act to manage disposal of a vessel, tendering processes and the
engagement of contractors also add to a timeframe that is measured in
months rather than days or weeks.
That said, since the Taskforce got underway 55 wrecks have been
removed from the water, while contracts are in place to remove around
60 more.
We expect to be really ramping up our removal activities in early
2019 while, in the meantime, the War on Wrecks Taskforce is working
through a public consultation program that has already included meetings
in Port Douglas, Yeppoon and Southport. The taskforce is considering

submissions and comments it has received at those meetings and via its
mailbox at WaronWrecks@msq.qld.gov.au, and will continue doing so
until it finalises a report to the state government due in February 2019.
One further public consultation meeting will be held by the
Taskforce, in Redlands on 1 February, 2019. Details are yet to be
finalised, but they will be announced on Maritime Safety Queensland’s
website www.msq.qld.gov.au.
If you would like to make a contribution to winning the War on
Wrecks – either by reporting a derelict vessel or one at risk of becoming
derelict, or by contributing your ideas to the taskforce for long term
solutions, please contact us at the above mailbox.
Similarly, we invite you to contact us at that mailbox if you own a
vessel in the water that you can no longer maintain. While you will be
responsible for the costs of remedying the problem, we might be able to
discuss ways to keep those costs down.
Let’s work together to keep Queensland’s coastline free of wrecks!
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Make sure your next mud crab

is a good catch!
Queensland Boating and
Fisheries Patrol officers have
noticed that fishers are keeping
green and empty mud crabs.
Empty crabs mostly contain
liquid or a jelly mass, and not much
edible meat.
To avoid disappointment, check
that your crab is full of meat before
you take it home.
Squeeze the shell under the
corner of the carapace. If the shell
flexes at all, it’s empty, as the crab
has just moulted its shell.
Return green and empty mud
crabs to the water—in a few weeks
they will become full of meat for
you to catch and enjoy.
Keep up to date with the latest
fisheries information:
Visit fisheries.qld.gov.au
Like us on Facebook @
FisheriesQueensland
Follow us on Twitter @
FisheriesQld
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Common Nautical Terms
Ahoy: The first in a series of four letter words commonly
exchanged by skippers as their boats approach one another.

Grounding: Embarrassing situation in which a sailor returns to
shore without leaving his boat.

Amidships: Condition of being surrounded by boats.

Hatch: An opening in a deck leading to the cabin below with a
cover designed to let water in while keeping fresh air out.

Anchor: A device designed to bring up mud samples from the
bottom at inopportune or unexpected times.
Anchor Light: A small light used to discharge the battery before
daylight.

Hull Speed: The maximum theoretical velocity of a given boat
through the water, which is 1.5 times the square root of its waterline length in feet, divided by the distance to port in miles, minus
the time in hours to sunset cubed.

Bar: Long, low lying navigational hazard, usually awash, found
at river mouths and harbour entrances, where it is composed of
sand or mud, and ashore, where it is made of mahogany or some
other dark wood. Sailors can be found in large numbers around
both. 		

Landlubber: Anyone on board who wishes he were not.

Boom: A laterally mounted spar to which a sail is fastened,
used during jibing to shift crew members to a fixed, horizontal
position.

Moon: Earth’s natural satellite. During periods when it displays
a vivid blue colour, sailing conditions are generally favourable.

Cabin: A cramped, closet like compartment below decks where
crew members may be stored — on their sides if large or on end
if small — until needed.
Channel: Narrow stretch of deep or dredged waterway bordered
by buoys or markers that separates two or more grounded boats.
Clew: An indication from the skipper as to what he might do
next.
Course: The direction in which a skipper wishes to steer his boat
and from which the wind is blowing. Also, the language that
results by not being able to.
Crew: Heavy, stationary objects used on shipboard to hold down
charts, anchor cushions in place and dampen sudden movements
of the boom.
Current: Tidal flow that carries a boat away from its desired
destination or toward a hazard.
Dead Reckoning: A course leading directly to a reef.
Displacement: When you dock your boat and can’t find it later.
Estimated Position: A place you have marked on the chart
where you are sure you are not.
Flashlight: Tubular metal container used on shipboard for
storing dead batteries prior to their disposal.
Galley: Ancient: Aspect of seafaring associated with slavery.
Modern: Aspect of seafaring associated with slavery.
Gear: Generic term for any pieces of boating equipment that
can be forgotten in the back-seat or boot of a car, left behind on
a pontoon, soaked in the bottom of a dinghy or lost over the side
of the boat.
Gimbals: Movable mountings often found on shipboard’s lamps,
compasses etc which provide dieting passengers an opportunity
to observe the true motions of the ship in relation to them, and
thus prevent any recently ingested food from remaining in their
digestive systems long enough to be converted into unwanted
calories.

Leeward: The direction in which objects, liquids and other
matter may be thrown without risk of re-encountering them in
the immediate future.

Motor Sailer: A sailboat that alternates between sail/rigging
problems and engine problems.
Motor Sailer: A hybrid boat that combines the simplicity and
reliability of sail power with the calm and serenity of a throbbing
engine.
Pilotage: The art of getting lost in sight of land, as opposed to
the distinct and far more complex science of navigation used to
get lost in offshore waters.
Pontoon: Harbour landing place that goes crack, crunch when
hit.
Propeller: Underwater winch designed to wind up at high
speeds any lines left hanging over the stern.
Radar: Extremely realistic kind of electronic game often found
on larger boats. Players try to avoid colliding with ‘blips’ which
represent other sailboats, large container ships and oil tankers.
Satellite Navigation: Sophisticated electronic location method
that enables sailors to instantly determine the exact latitude and
longitude, within just a few feet, anywhere on the surface of the
earth, of whatever it was they just ran aground on.
Single handed sailing: The only situation in which the skipper
does not immediately blame the crew for every single thing that
goes wrong.
Spinnaker: Large beautiful balloon shaped sail used in powerful
downwind sailing, collapses at the sides to make control difficult
and when lowered stores neatly into the galley and main cabin
and heads all at the same time.
Tack: A manoeuvre the skipper uses when telling the crew what
they did wrong without getting them mad.
Tides: The rise and fall of ocean waters. There are two tides
of interest to mariners: the ebb tide sailors encounter as they
attempt to enter port and the flood tide they experience as they
try to leave.
Yardarm: Horizontal spar mounted in such a way that when
viewed from the cockpit, the sun is always over it.
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super snaps
Santa and Crew at VMR Base

Need a hand mate?

A long tow deserves a good morning tea!!!
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TRADE & SERVICES DIRECTORY

PLEASE SUPPORT THESE LOCAL BUSINESSES WHO SUPPORT VMR SOUTHPORT

Evolution
Sailmakers
evolution

Graham Sherring
Ph: 55 377433

E: info@evolutionsails.com.au
W: www.evolutionsails.com.au
27/231 Brisbane Road, Labrador
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